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Oh happy days… to see the spirit of the school alive
and well as the faces of all these children (and
parents) returning this week. It has been a real joy for
us to welcome each children: share their vibrancy, their
excitement and their stories. The spirits has brought us
rich gifts that have born great fruits: of joy, of a sense of
peace and wellbeing, of goodness, kindness and love
amongst the many others.
Our hopes and prayers following that long shutdown that
started way back on 20th March 2020 have, I think, been
answered.
I’d like to thank all those involved with the mammoth task
of making the school as safe as possible for children and staff to return. And I’d like to
thank all those parents who have taken the time to express their support in such a
personal way. The past month, since the end of April, had been especially difficult for me,
but faith and your support has made that all-important difference.

Back in March… the clouds gathered, the wind began to blow… a storm was on its
way. Seeing the skies blacken prompted the captain of the ship to head towards and safe
haven… a bay sheltered from the waves where the ship was left to rest upon a sand bar as
the tide went out. By now the storm was at its height but our ship, though battered down
and devoid of most passengers, was safe.
The storm raged for quite a few weeks but a rainbow signalled that there was hope and
indeed, the skies cleared and the sun began to shine just as the tide came back in. Come
June, the ship reflected, welcomed back their first passengers and pulled up the anchor.
Right now the seas have begun to sparkle, the horizon is there in the distance and
the St Lawrence ship has begun to set a course for its next adventure whilst looking
forward to taking on more passengers into the next stage of the journey.

J Brine

Mrs George, Maria and the team
were thrilled to welcome children
back to Reception and Little
Lawrences on Tuesday, and they had
the bubble machine ready to go!

School provision UPDATE from a St Lawrence's perspective
The school is partially open: for Little Lawrence children, those from the Reception Class, from
Class 1 and from Class 6. It is also open for children whose parents are Keyworkers. The
window for requesting a place for next week has closed but will reopen next week for a June
15th start. If you do not want your child to return yet, there will be no attendance penalties
and we will not be reporting back to you any attendance reports or follow up actions unless
we believe there are safeguarding issues.

With more children confirmed to be starting next week, the school has already
reviewed provision:


A second Keyworker bubble is being created based, in Class 3. Please note that access for
Key worker children will be the Y2 entrance. They will still exit from Class 2.

If the further expansion of current eligible groups continues:


Two bubbles of Little Lawrences will be created based in the whole of the EY unit. There
are no changes to arrangements for parents.



Reception will be moving to the schools original Reception Classroom - now better
known as Class 2 (my daughter was based here when she was in Reception). The access
to KS1 playground is easier and it has its own toilets and sinks.



A second Year 1 bubble has been created, now based in Class 5 complete with its own
wash station. Access from the car park gate remains the same.

Home Learning for children in Classes 2 to 5 will continue using the same model.

However (notification of thoughts for the future):
You will have heard about government plans to expand provision to include all year groups by
the end of the academic year. With all the best will in the world, this will not be possible if we
follow the current guidelines. If I could have had classes of 15 - I would have done so many
years ago and been a two-form entry school.
I need to warn parents that I simply do not have enough classrooms and staff in school
to accommodate all classes on a full or near full timetable. I am currently attempting to
plan for a very limited opening for Yr2 to 5 (unless keyworkers) blended with a mix of
home learning. A small number of options are being considered - all at an early stage of
planning.
If this continues into the next academic year, we’ll have to completely remodel for
arrangements across the whole school to ensure equality of provision.

Please note the following:





The same rules apply with regard to self isolation for any families that have symptoms 14 days off.
If a child is suspected of having symptoms of Covid-19, they’ll be taken in the Tardis
(quarantine) and you’ll be expected to take them off site asap and have them tested.
All areas of the school that may have been affected will be shut off and cleansed and all
parents will be notified that the school has been had a case, if Covid-19 is confirmed.
You should not send your child into school with any sign of illness unless advice has been
sought from the school.

Home Learning for 8/06/2020.
Work will be emailed to parents of children by teachers between the day befor e (fr om 3pm)
to 8:45am.


MATHS: to be set daily using online or scanned materials that are differentiated as needed
and will reflect White Rose Maths Plans. The youngest will be provided with a series of
shorter tasks and may include some practical tasks and investigations. There will be a continued daily focus on fluency - these speed of recall of number facts such as timetables and
number bonds.



ENGLISH: to be set daily and again reflect medium term plans. Each day to cover different
areas with an expectation that children read from books at home. Provision will include:
spellings/phonics tasks based on the published weekly spelling lists; grammar and punctuation; a book review of what they have been reading (doesn’t have to be the whole book), a
comprehension task and an extended creative writing task. Phonics tasks will be set on a daily basis for those in Reception, Yr1 and those needing support in Yr2.



TOPIC: to be set once a week r eady for star ting each Monday- you might receive it on
Sunday evening. Creativity is encouraged but they should include research opportunities and
non fiction writing as well as art, DT and any place for music?


For Week beginning 8th June 2020 ….



Science topic - this'll be related to areas that would have been taught in school for
this second half of the Summer Term.
PE - do look out for weekly updates from teachers about different PE challenges
that are being set - they are designed to be a bit of fun but you can of course register depending upon how competitive you are feeling at the time. Many of these are
also being used in school.
Assembly themes for the half term: these will follow the Liturgical Year and the
Sunday readings that would normally be shared in churches.






Week beginning 15 June: Back to Geography.



Week beginning 22 June: Back to RE.

Teachers will communicate with parents and children (using school emails) and will give feedback
of work that has been completed in this way. Teachers are available via email between 8:45am
and 4:00pm to answer any queries or questions relating to the work that has been set but
please note that teachers may be assigned for work within school for some periods of the day.
You should expect to receive two emails per day with limited attachments of work for your child
(ren): one for Maths and one for English - with some explanation of what is expected. The Project
will be set at the beginning of the week. PDFs will be used. It is noted that not all links have
worked this week—nor videos. Where this is the case, (and we hope to reduce this occurrence)
please know that we all recognise that we can only do our best: yourselves included.
And… just because we have lots of children now coming to school … it doesn’t mean that
you should keep the achievements of all children to yourselves - please keep them coming in
via email so that they can be celebrated in our future Journals.
For those not receiving Home Learning in YrR, Yr1 and Yr6, please do access the online resources
such as BBC Bitesize and the National Oak Academy as listed in our Home Learning Page.

A happy church school that nurtures the unique talents of individuals and brings them together so that
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Oliver H found a signal
crayfish! This is a non-native
breed so it’s an exciting
discovery.

Emily’s working so hard on
her RE project already. We
can’t wait to see the finished
result!
Harvey K-V has been keeping
a wonderful diary during
lockdown. Here’s his entry
describing a recent bike ride he
took with his family along the
canal towpaths.

Sam’s been doing
brilliantly with his times
tables, and he even beat
his mum in the recent
Times Tables World
Cup!

Imogen has been taking
advantage of the lovely
weather and using her
new Den Kit, which she
won in the JLR
competition!

Zippie has been completing
the Couch to 5k challenge!
What a great achievement!

Well done, Angus P; that’s a
wonderful stained glass
window picture!

How lovely to see Penny and Lilly
feeding the ducks!

We love seeing pictures and hearing news of what you’re all doing at home just
now! Please do keep emailing photos to class teachers so we can share your
lovely moments with the wider school community.

Ralphie has been doing
some great work with
shapes!

A super Good Shepherd
picture by Leo K-V.
Very well done to Heidi and Dawson
who have taken part in the world’s
biggest art lesson (along with 45,609
others!) What a brilliant
achievement!

Isla S has done a
lovely painting
telling the story of
the Parable of the
Two Sons.
A beautiful stained glass
window by Toby L.

Daisy and Poppy P have formed a writing team
called DayPop Palmagan, and are devising a
series of stories together about Big Brown Bear!
Hopefully this wonderful and creative
partnership will continue!
Aoife has been
painting her mum’s
office, which is such a
good skill to have!
It’s great to see
Isla and Poppy L
engrossed in
measuring liquids
in millilitres!

Dan’s hair, which hasn’t
been cut since well before
lockdown, is very useful
for learning about static
electricity in a tent!

What a great
idea to retell
the story of
Zacchaeus using
puppets,
Jessica!

Well done, Rosie P, on
your excellent Good
Samaritan project
work!

Miss Todd’s Y6 bubble have been learning
about WW2 today. Here they are listening
to some 1940s songs and doing some art to
depict London during the blitz.
Mr Shillitoe and Marion are finding
creative ways to do PE with the
keyworker bubble!

There’s plenty of space to
spread out in the hall!

The Little
Lawrences are
having a
wonderful time
with the bubble
machine!

Mrs Coombe’s Y6 bubble have been
having a great time doing some
outdoor learning in the sunshine!

Socially distant breaktime games!

Achievement assemblies are still taking
place in our bubbles, and it’s been
lovely to be able to give out some Star
of the Week certificates today!
Our stars this week are...
Juliet in the Little Lawrences bubble (pictured right)!
Oscar C (for amazing maths) and Harry C (for amazing writing) in the
Reception bubble!
Ida and the whole Year 1 bubble for being generally brilliant!
Jack S (Y5) in the keyworker bubble, for working extremely hard and for acting as a role model to the younger members of the KW group, helping them to get
used to the changes, social distancing and even their learning!
And the whole of Y6 (both bubbles) for coping brilliantly with the change of
routines. They've been positive, cheerful and done some brilliant work too. Miss
Todd, Mrs Coombe and Mrs Monk are so impressed with them!

Poets’ Corner
What a wonderful acrostic
poem by Bryn!
A lovely poem by Bella B on
the subject of the Lost Sheep!

Some lovely work by Leo KV: a wonderful acrostic
poem using the word
GOSPEL.

Another brilliant poem, this time
by Eoin! Well done!

What a lovely Lost Sheep
poem and stained glass
window by Lilly. Very well
done!

That is an amazing poem,
Bella C! We’re really
impressed!

Year 4 have been extremely committed
to their spelling over the last few
weeks, and are currently at the top of
the Spelling Shed league table with a very
impressive set of points! Well done to the
whole class!

Introducing… the Year 6 Funny Bubble Box!
Mr Brine writes: our Year 6s are a great bunch but often are exasperated by my
jokes. If judging, I'd of course give them 100% but many in 'The Hall Bubble' felt
that theirs would be better! Indeed some did well and got rated as 130% whereas
others flopped to just 80% of the funny of my own jokes. Carrie just laughed and
laughed .... because she could, I think! From this has emerged the idea of them sharing their humour with you with each bubble in turn being invited to email 'funnies'
to the office for inclusion into the Journal.
Q: What day of the week are most
twins born on?
A: Twos-day!

Q: Why did the cow cross the
road?
A: To go to the moo-vies!

Q: What did the ocean say to the
pirate?
A: Nothing. It just waved!

Cory M

Tilly W

Q: What did the nose say to the
finger?
A: Stop picking on me!

Q: Why did the teddy bear say no to
dessert?
A: It was already stuffed!
Josh H

2020 has been our science
year… we’ve had a real focus on
engineering and.. we’ve had to be
incredibly inventive in so many
ways throughout the year. I therefore loved this eco-friendly machine
invented by Josh M in Year 6!

Q: What do you give a sick lemon?
A: Lemon AID!
Mia M

Thank you to all those who took part in the
Times Tables World Cup before half term! It
looks as if there was a bit of a competition across
the school but it was especially noted in Class 2
with the Buzzards soaring. Delighted to see that
in Yr5 the Green
Kestrels gracefully
flew to top spot.
The overall
winners were…
the Blue
Buzzards! Well
done!

Many congratulations to Isabella H, Imogen T and Lara R who were the winners
of the JLR Design a Land Rover for 2050 competition! Each won a prize of a Land Rover Den
Kit. Here are some photos of their brilliant designs!

Gold awards this week
go to: Lilly R, Eoin S,
Heidi D, Angus P, Toby L
(all Y3) and Isla L (Y2).

WELL DONE TO YOU
ALL!
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Thanks so much to
everyone who took part
in the PTA quiz recently.
It was great fun and
raised £55! And well
done to our winners:
the Joiner family!

And thank you
Sophie (Yr2)
for this little
message to our
staff.

Action for Happiness has
produced a new daily calendar
for Joyful June! Life is full of
challenges, especially at the
moment, but there is still so
much to appreciate and be grateful for. The Joyful June calendar
offers simple reminders to look
for what's good, even in difficult
times. Have a look on the school
Facebook page to access the calendar, or follow Action for Happiness for more resources.

A message for the parents of Y2-5 children - (already shared via email but to
reiterate) the school may be open to the other year groups but please do not think that your children

have been forgotten. I hope that you are receiving the home learning emails from the class teachers and
that they are appropriate for your children. If there are any clarifications needed, please do contact the
class teachers via email: they are still available to answer queries. Please note that they are often based
now in school, and may be directly teaching groups of children, but should be able to respond during the
day even if not immediately.
Our Journal still aims to celebrate work of children from across the school, so please do keep sending in
photographs and anecdotes of what your children are doing. We will also still want to acknowledge any
other achievements that they want celebrating, including team point awards and from outside of school.
We really do want to keep in touch and keep the spirit of St Lawrence's very much alive.
Please could we ask all parents to contact the office, rather than class teachers, by email if you
would like to discuss the possibility of your child returning to school if they have not done so
already. Thank you so much, as ever, for your support.

As we return to school, a prayer to remember that God is always with us:
Lord God, as we return to school,
Help me to remember that you are always with me.
You are with me while I work and while I play.
You are with me when I’m happy and when I'm sad.
You are with me when I’m healthy and when I am ill.
You are with me when I am peaceful and when I am worried.
Help me to remember that you love me and are with me in everything today.
Our Revd Gillian Roberts.
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